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SOUL COACHING ®   
International Institute 

 
Training Certifying Soul Coaching Practitioner ®  

 
Presentation: 
 
Certified Practitioner Practice Soul Coaching ® is a very powerful training course which allows 
people who wish to train in coaching, and particularly to the Soul Coaching ® method set up by 
Denise Linn, and to develop people's leadership through the awakening of their own spirituality. It 
consists of preparing the future practitioners to learn how to accompany their clients, to help them 
align their inner world with their external life, so that they can make decisions in the key moments 
of their lives. 
Each practitioner will then be certified and referenced in the community of people trained in the 
Soul Coaching ® International Institute, by a trained and certified trainer. 
 
Who Should Attend? 
 
This training is relevant to all those who wish to become Coach and wish to include a spiritual 
dimension to their practice. 
This training is also relevant for the Coaches already in practice who wish to add a spiritual 
dimension to their coaching by discovering their clients’ deeper values. 
This training is relevant for the professionals from the well-being sector (sophrologist, naturopaths, 
yoga teachers ...) to develop their practice by using coaching methods that are very effective and 
focused on awareness and energy. 
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This training is also relevant for all professionals who are after a holistic dimension for their work, 
who work with energies (places, people ...), and who wish to use a strong and powerful coaching 
approach at the same time. 
 
Trainer: 
 
Moëra SAULE is officially certified Soul Coaching® trainer by Denise Linn and is Master Practitioner 
Soul Coaching®. 
In addition, Moëra SAULE is a certified Coach PCC (Professional Certified Coach) by the ICF 
(International Coach Federation), with over 1750 hours of coaching to her name. Moëra is a 
referenced Mentor and Supervisor by the ICF. 
 
 
Certified Practitioner Training Soul Coaching ®  
 
Moëra is a Trainer and Mentor Coach for the Canadian School Erickson Coaching 
International (ACTP: Accredited Certified Training Program) since 2012. 
 
Training program: 
 
Part 1 
 
DAY 1: 

-  Course introduction 
- Introduction to Denise Linn, founder of Soul Coaching ®  
-  Round table and feedback on everyone's expectations. Goal setting 
-  Logistical aspects 
-  Getting started: What is Soul Coaching and spiritual conditioning   
-  1st Soul Journey 
-  Group activity and meeting of present Souls here and now 

 
DAY 2: 
- Section 1: 
1. Essential skills for a Soul Coaching ® Practitioner 
2. Skills addressed: Coach Posture, powerful questioning, set a session’s goal 
3. Anchoring the posture of the Practitioner Soul Coaching ® that everyone wishes to become 
 
- Section 2: 
1. Client interview and creating a positive exchange 
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- Section 3: 
1. Theoretical content on individual Soul Coaching ® sessions: Soul Journeys, step by step, and link 
with neurosciences 
2. Practice of the Soul Journey technique 
 
DAY 3: 
- Presentation of all 4 “28 Days” programs 
- Work on the 4 elements and the theory they create 
 

Certifying Training Course Practitioner Soul Coaching ® 
 
- What is the Soul? And how to work with it in Soul Coaching ® -connection 
With neurosciences and quantum physics- 
- Program details of “28 Days to discover your authenticity” 
- Practices of individual Soul Coaching sessions: Soul Journeys 
- Prepare clients for the program 
- AIR / MENTAL element 
1. De-clutter space and work with energies (places, people ...) 
2. Before and at the arrival of a client (individual or groups) 
3. Days 1-3 
 
DAY 4: 
- Information and discussion on sorting and de-cluttering techniques and the impact 
That it will have on clients 
- Day 4 to 7 of the program (end of the AIR element) 
- Theoretical work: the Timeline 
- Practical work: workshop Lifeline 
- Discussion on the performance of an individual Soul Coaching session “Soul Journey” 
- Create a Spiritual Altar for your workshops, your sessions and for your clients 
 
DAY 5: 
- Days 8 to 14 of the “28-day program” (WATER element) 
- Sensitization to working on emotions and vibratory fields 
- Soul Coaching ® Collage workshop - and how to interpret it 
- Cleaning an energy field with vibrations and water 
- Marketing: your practice, finding customers, making yourself known 
DAY 6: 
- Days 15 to 21 of the” 28-day program” (FIRE element) 
- Sensitization to the work in Fire Week, symbolic and meanings 
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- Working on abundance for Soul Coaching Practitioners ® 
- Practice of individual sessions of "Soul Journeys" 
 

Training Certifying Practitioner Soul Coaching ® 
 
- Prepare a spiritual quest for clients 
- Spiritual Quest in Nature 
 
DAY 7: 
- Day 22 to 28 of the “28 Days program” (EARTH element) 
- Sensitization to work on Earth element and the physical and physiological aspects 
- Details of all the programs available to Soul Coaching Practitioners ®  
- Sensitization on Soul Coaching ® workshops and events to be integrated into their 
practice 
- Soul Coaching ® Spiritual Stick Workshop 
- Link with the international community of Soul Coaching Practitioners ® 
- Exercise of the Wine Bar or Tea Room + Practice 
 
DAY 8: 
- Using Soul coaching cards: techniques to remain in a Coaching approach when using Oracle cards 
- Practice Soul coaching sessions with Oracle cards from Soul Coaching ®  
- Circle of Vision practice 
- Additional marketing work 
- Certification Ceremony Practitioner Soul Coaching ® 
 
 

Number of hours over 8 Days: 60h 
 
 
 

✫✫✫✫✫✫✫✫✫✫✫✫✫ 
Part 2 
Following on-site training, participants will have an extra 40 hours of training 
online comprising: 
- The program of "28 Days to discover your authenticity" 
- Weekly meetings of training on how to perform the 4 Soul Coaching programs 
 

 
Number of hours for the 28 Days of online training: 40h 


